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Abstract. Mobile data-centric applications gather, process and dissem-
inate relevant information to users on the move. The reduced informa-
tion bandwidth characteristic of mobile platforms and the division of
the user’s attention over multiple tasks are major challenges in such
systems. To compensate for these limitations, most mobile applications
propose the use of context information to realise adaptive and proactive
behaviour. Although lightweight object-oriented databases have become
a popular choice for storing data in mobile systems, they rarely provide
event handling facilities sophisticated enough to support proactivity. We
present an approach that combines mechanisms introduced by notifi-
cation systems and modern programming languages with the notion of
traditional database triggers. The resulting unified event model has been
implemented as an extension of an open-source object storage system
and validated in a mobile showcase application to provide customised
information services to tourists during their travels.

1 Introduction

The growing number of portable devices both reliable and powerful in terms
of processing speed and memory sizes, as well as the increasing availability of
wireless networks with high bandwidths have given rise to mobile data-centric
applications. Such applications support their users in accomplishing tasks that
involve the gathering, processing and disseminating of relevant information while
they are on the move. While many of the limitations of mobile platforms have
been overcome in recent years, some challenges still remain. For example, the size
of the screens on portable devices has not increased much over the same period
of time. Also, the problem that mobile users still have to divide their attention
between the mobile application and their current task is not something that
can be addressed by technological advances of future hardware platforms. To
compensate for the resulting reduced information bandwidth of such systems,
context information has been used in many approaches [1–3] to realise adaptive
and proactive application behaviour.

Recently, lightweight object-oriented databases have witnessed growing pop-
ularity as storage components in mobile and embedded applications in the do-
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mains of consumer electronics and vehicular technology. For example, object-
oriented databases are used to manage the content of portable media libraries or
as a part of navigation and routing systems. While these databases are convenient
to use with object-oriented programming languages, they offer little support for
the development of proactive applications as few of them offer the notion of
triggers as known from more traditional database management systems. Hence,
the communication between the application and the database is restricted to
synchronous interaction based on request and response. An application required
to react to changes to the state of a database has to poll for this information by
repeated querying. Clearly, an asynchronous approach enabling the database to
inform the applications as soon as new information is available would be more
efficient and thus preferable. Variations of this communication paradigm based
on the publishing and receiving of notifications through subscriptions are well
known from object-oriented programming languages, but so far have not been
considered for object-oriented databases.

Another issue that has received little attention in information systems engi-
neering to date is the fact that many mobile applications require the possibility
to trigger events from outside of the database. An obvious example are sensors
that capture the context of the environment, the user and the system. A change
in a sensed value should be seen as an external event to which the database
can react as specified by the application designer. If this behaviour were to be
implemented with a traditional system, the sensor would need to update the
database with the value and then rely on system defined events that are fired by
default whenever the state of the database changes. In practice, this approach is
not desirable as it lacks the flexibility required by complex processing of context
values.

Finally, mobile applications are distributed applications by design. A mobile
client usually carries a subset of the data that is stored in a central reposi-
tory to allow off-line functionality. While synchronisation between the personal
databases on the client devices with the server database is an important issue,
distribution also has an impact on the processing of events as they will propagate
between different sites. Most existing system do not allow events to cross this
border between different database instances. However, in the domain of mobile
applications, this requirement exists as a client database needs to subscribe to
events that happen on the server.

We therefore believe that it is important to consolidate the event models
that originate in notification systems as well as in software and information
systems engineering to obtain a model that can bridge the gap between applica-
tion and database. An information system providing support for such advanced
event processing can serve as an elegant and powerful implementation platform
for the requirements of mobile data-centric applications. In this paper, we will
present our approach consisting of a unified event model that integrates the
publish/subscribe paradigm with database triggers and transactions. Based on
this model, we have implemented an event manager as an extension to the open-
source object storage system db4o [4]. This extended database system has been
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used to implement a showcase mobile application that delivers customised infor-
mation to tourists throughout a trip.

We begin in Sect. 2 by giving more background information on our work as
well as a discussion of related work. Section 3 introduces the concepts behind
the unified event model and Sect. 4 shows how it was realised as an extension
of an existing object-oriented database system. In Sect. 5 we describe how our
event system formed the basis for the development of a mobile application for
tourists. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sect. 6.

2 Background

The trend towards mobile and ubiquitous computing has changed the way in
which applications are developed. With the growing distribution of applications
due to the availability of high-bandwidth networks and the desire to access
information on the move, traditional monolithic, tightly-coupled architectures
have made way for more loosely-coupled approaches such as Service-Oriented
Architectures (SOA) and Event-Driven Architectures (EDA). In these archi-
tectures, application modules are decoupled based on a client/server approach
with a standardised protocol between the two actors. Through the adoption of
a publish/subscribe communication style that has replaced the traditional re-
quest/response approach, message exchange between systems has evolved from
synchronous towards asynchronous communication.

While these technologies are well established in software engineering, few of
them have been considered to augment the capabilities of information systems.
Mobile data-centric applications, however, pose many requirements that could
be addressed elegantly if these mechanisms were to be integrated in a database
management system. The proactivity of client and server as well as the distri-
bution and synchronisation of data between them are only a few examples of
possible uses of these new mechanisms. While endeavours have been made to
enable active behaviour within a database, those have always been targeted at
managing the data inside one database and not as a means of achieving commu-
nication between different database instances.

Applications that led to the past development of active databases based on
rule systems, mostly included basic database management tasks such as integrity
constraint enforcement, view maintenance and authorisation control. Later, ver-
sion management, workflow control and other advanced applications were also
realised using the notion of active rules inside the database. Approaches build-
ing on both relational [5–12] and object-oriented [13–19] database management
systems have been proposed. Since these systems have introduced principles rel-
evant to the work presented in this paper, we have selected two, one from each
category, for closer examination. In our opinion, these systems offer the most
comprehensive support for event-driven proactive data management.

Starburst [20] is an active database rule system that was developed in the
field of relational databases. Rules are expressed using a Condition-Action (CA)
paradigm and are linked to the scope of a relation. The condition controls when
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the actions specified by the rule are executed by indicating whether the process-
ing of the rule applies to insertion, modification or deletion operations on the
corresponding table. Actions can be composed from data manipulation and data
definition statements as well as from transaction commands. The system has no
concept of predefined events that control when a rule is considered for execution.
Instead Starburst uses the concepts of state transitions to control the triggering
of rules. As these transitions express that the database is changed from one state
to another, they represent a rather coarse granularity of events. To control the
order in which rules are executed if there is more than one candidate rule, the
developer may specify three sets of related rules to define which rules should be
executed before or after the current rule as well as which rules can be executed
concurrently or in any order relative to the current rule.

An example of a system capable of active rule management from the domain
of object-oriented databases is Chimera [21, 22]. Chimera features a declara-
tive query language that combines deductive rules with active rules, so-called
triggers. In contrast to Starburst, a trigger is modelled on the Event-Condition-
Action (ECA) paradigm and thus the developer can specify when a rule is ex-
ecuted. The system provides a set of predefined events to which a trigger can
be bound including events for creation, modification and deletion of objects as
well as for tracking of method invocations. While the conditions in Starburst
have to be expressed using a set of predefined filters, Chimera allows condi-
tions to be specified as an arbitrary conjunction over atomic formulae that are
evaluated as expressions of predicate calculus over typed variables. Actions can
include data definition statements, data manipulation statements, transaction
commands and, due to Chimera’s object-oriented model of data, also method
invocations. Similar to Starburst, a trigger can specify a list of other triggers
that have to be executed before or after it. Triggers that can be executed in
parallel or in any other sequence do not have to be declared explicitly. An in-
teresting feature of Chimera is the notion of trigger execution modes that give
control to the user when a rule is processed. While the deferred mode postpones
the execution of the trigger actions until the transaction has issued an explicit
commit command, the immediate mode executes the applicable rules after each
statement within a transaction. Finally, rules in Chimera are also defined within
a certain scope. Targeted triggers are bound to one class of objects whereas
untargeted triggers operate in the context of multiple classes.

While these approaches have established fundamental concepts that are still
valid today, they also have a number of shortcomings that prevent them being
applied to mobile data-centric applications. Maybe the most notable restriction
is that these systems lack the possibility to define application-specific events
that would raise the information system’s suitability as an implementation plat-
form. All existing systems use a set of predefined events that are triggered by
the database only. This approach prevents applications from firing events from
outside of the information system which is often required in mobile applications.
Finally, by defining rules, active databases combined several concepts into one.
For example, a rule represents both the instance when an action is triggered
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and what operations are executed. Taken together with the fact that metadata
about the different types of events is rarely available, this blending of concepts
results in poor reusability, flexibility and distributability.

A very different approach to providing the possibility to proactively push in-
formation from the server to the client is the Stick-e [23, 24] framework. It uses
a mark-up language to represent Stick-e notes containing both content and con-
text. Several of these notes can then be combined into a Stick-e document which
encapsulates the context-aware data of an application. Further it allows triggers
to be defined based on so-called critical and computer states which represent
physical and logical event conditions, respectively. Whenever a certain context
state is reached, a matching algorithm is triggered that selects the Stick-e note to
be displayed to the user from a central repository of documents. These properties
have made the Stick-e framework a good foundation for the Mobile Computing
in a Fieldwork Environment (MCFE) project where it has been used in several
applications. While the Stick-e framework is capable of propagating information
between a central information system and personal information clients based on
user-defined conditions, it lacks many features typical to databases management
systems. Apart from being represented in XML, all information managed by the
system is basically untyped. Further, Stick-e only supports basic storage and
retrieval of notes and does not provide a query language for information pro-
cessing. Therefore, the system’s applicability is limited to very simple application
scenarios.

3 Unified Event Model

Our event model unifies concepts known from active databases with related
ideas from object-oriented programming languages and notification systems. The
resulting model is based on the three concepts event types, event triggers and
event handlers. In contrast to active databases where the single concept of a
rule or trigger encapsulates a number of concepts, our approach separates the
actors involved in processing events. Defining and representing these concepts
as entities in their own right will lead to a higher potential for reusability and
provides the basis for specifying behaviour at a finer level of granularity.

In our model, an event type is always associated with a scope which can
either be the global scope or a class of objects, an arbitrary collection of objects
as well as a single object instance. Inspired by the concepts of observables in
object-oriented programming languages, it describes a certain class of events
and acts as a registration point for interested subscribers. Hence, an event type
provides a way to explicitly specify what has been defined only implicitly in
traditional databases by predefined events. Of course, these built-in database
events also exist in our model, but they are represented as system-defined event
types providing full access to their metadata. An example of such metadata are
the arguments of an event type. Based on this information, the system can check
if the handler subscribed to an event type conforms to its interface, i.e. if the
subscription is valid. Finally, due to the separation of event types and triggers,
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a type also needs to specify a set of constraints that capture who is granted
permission to fire events of that type as well as who can subscribe handlers for
it.

Each event handler specifies a subscription that defines under which circum-
stances the handler is invoked. A subscription is a composition of events in terms
of an arbitrary logical expression. The main part of the handler is however the
event action that indicates which operations have to be executed whenever the
events referenced in the subscription are fired. Operations can include the ex-
ecution of a database macro, notification of the application or firing of other
triggers. As known from active databases, the execution of the action can be
guarded by a conditional expression. The condition is a normal piece of code
that has access to the entire system as well as to the parameters passed to the
handler. If it evaluates to true, the operations specified by the event handler are
executed. As in many notification systems, our model allows fall-back actions to
be defined that will be executed if the main event action fails. Finally, an event
handler may optionally specify a lifecycle that governs when the handler can
be invoked and if it should be unsubscribed from the event type either after a
certain number of executions or at a given point in time.

In contrast to database systems, where events are exclusively triggered by
the system, programming languages allow events to be defined and fired by
user code. However, most programming languages still combine the definition
of an event type and an event trigger in one single class that defines itself to
be observable and then fires events whenever its internal state changes. Hence,
a client of the class has no possibility to fire the events defined by the class.
While this coupling might be appropriate in many cases for reasons of security,
we have chosen to separate types and triggers for the sake of generality. Thus,
when a trigger fires an event of a certain type, it can also specify on which
object, class or collection of objects the event should be fired. Further, it has
to provide event arguments which match the parameters defined by the event
type. If the database object that fires the event has been granted access by the
corresponding event type, the subscribed handlers are invoked and the specified
arguments are passed along. While this additional step of access control adds
more complexity to the processing of events, the separation between event type
and event trigger has been vital in implementing additional types of triggers
that are of special value in mobile applications. By representing event triggers
as a discrete concept, events can be fired by external processes such as the client
application. Further, our system supports the definition of so-called multiple
triggers. Instead of firing only once, a multiple trigger remains active in the
system and repeatedly dispatches events at previously defined points in time.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the event entities and the interactions between
them. Event triggers pass arguments to the subscribed event handlers when firing
events of a given event type. Notice that none of the interactions between the
different entities are direct interactions, but rather are performed through the
event run-time system—the event manager—shown in the centre of the figure.
This event manager forms the basis for decoupling the three concepts of our
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event model completely, which is an important requirement to facilitate access
to the event system from remote sites.

Event Type

Event Handler Event Trigger

Event Manager

Fig. 1. Concepts of the unified model

Due to the distributed nature of many mobile applications, a major concern
during the design of the unified event model was to support the communication
between different event sites. Therefore, it is important to decide which parts
of the event model need to be distributed in order to allow utmost flexibility
without introducing unnecessary complexity. As event types are generally bound
to a database object and are usually designed together with the application, we
have decided that there is no need to allow event types to be created remotely.
If anything, one rather needs to think about how to constrain the use of an
event type when used remotely. Unlike event types, the event model allows event
triggers and handlers to be created remotely. The creation of an event trigger at
a remote site enables a site to notify any site which has registered handlers at
the given remote site. On the other hand, the creation of a handler for a remote
event type allows for the listening of events happening at the remote site, and, if
such events happen, the execution of the appropriate handler action at the local
site.

Apart from distributing the processing of events, a major challenge is the
consolidation of a publish/subscribe event model with the requirements of trans-
actional behaviour expected from databases. As in some existing approaches, we
allow triggers to be executed either synchronously or asynchronously. When
working in a transactional environment, it is important to decide whether event
handlers are executed within the transaction that fired the event trigger, or
within a separate transaction. In order not to make the model unnecessarily
complicated, it was decided that the two properties are combined as follows.
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– If a trigger is fired synchronously, the handlers are executed within the given
transaction. If the base transaction is aborted, the operations performed as
a result of the event handler executions are undone as well.

– A trigger that is fired asynchronously is in general less time-critical. There-
fore asynchronous triggers are fired when the transaction that created the
trigger is being committed. The execution of the subscribed event handlers
will then be performed in a separate transaction.

Note that although a trigger defines whether it is is fired synchronously or asyn-
chronously, a subscribed event handler may still influence the time when its
action is actually executed by awaiting the commit of the transaction that gen-
erated the original event. This behaviour can be very important for handlers
that specify notification actions that do not align with transactional behaviour
and cannot be undone if the original transaction aborts.

4 Implementation

The event management system presented in this paper has been implemented as
part of a semantic data management layer that we are currently developing as an
add-on to the object storage system db4o. Based on the concepts defined by an
extended entity-relationship model for object-oriented data management [25],
this layer raises the level of semantic expressiveness available to the database
application developer. The semantic data management layer introduces a clear
separation between typing and classification as well as support for multiple-
instantiation, multiple-classification and multiple-inheritance. Based on these
building blocks, object collections are a core concept that is offered to support
role modelling. Associations are also available as a first-order concept and thus
replace references between objects with bi-directional relationships. Based on
algebraic operations defined for the object model, the declarative query language
OML was defined to support data definition, manipulation and querying.

An overview of the the resulting architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The seman-
tic data management layer is shown in the middle of the figure between the
application and the object storage system. Note that for reasons of clarity only
modules related to event processing are shown. While the persistence manager
and the transaction manager are the layer’s interface to the object storage layer,
the site manager communicates with other instances of our event system over
the network. At the top of the figure, we show that the application can interact
with the event system using one of three possible interfaces that are discussed
below.

The local interface allows both Java programs as well as system routines to
access the event system. Event model classes which can be accessed through this
interface will also be used by the event system itself. Objects of such classes can
be made persistent and loaded from the database when the system is started.
Fields of such classes will generally use database types and reference other per-
sistent event objects. As a consequence, the local interface is neither intended
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Fig. 2. Architecture overview

to be called from a remote site directly nor are its objects intended to be dis-
tributed between event sites. Even if we would extend the local interface to
allow remote access, event objects would still not be serialisable and therefore
not exchangeable over the network.

In order to allow event sites to communicate or more generally to allow any
program to access the event system, we need to provide a simple command inter-
face. Fields of command classes are either basic types or need to be serialisable.
This allows commands to be sent over the network, providing a way for different
event sites to communicate with each other. For the reason that the event sys-
tem itself can only be accessed through the local interface, we need a command
processor which is able to process commands and invoke the appropriate calls
on the event system.

Within our data management layer, object methods and database macros
are generally not implemented using a general purpose programming language
but rather expressed in OML, a programming language tailored to our object
model. Using the OML interface to write operations has the advantage that they
are platform and language independent and, further, changes to an operation
does not require a sophisticated deployment procedure as would be required, for
example, with Java. Therefore, OML needs to be extended by introducing special
statements that allow the event system to be controlled. Instead of introducing a
proprietary parsed format, the OML parser uses the command interface directly,
i.e. the parser produces instances of command classes.

Having given an overview of the interfaces implied by the architecture of
our event system, we will now discuss the components of the semantic data
management layer shown in Fig. 2 in more detail. The Event Manager is the
central module of our system and thus encompasses the local interface which
lets local routines control the event system. All of the local interface’s methods
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require a transaction managed by the Transaction Manager as an argument.
Until the commit of the transaction, only temporary structures will be added.
At commit time, the manager checks whether the transaction can commit and
then transfers the temporary structures to the global structures. This allows the
entire event model to be cached in memory, which is important to allow a huge
number of events to be processed within a short amount of time and within a
transactional environment. Nevertheless, if the size of the event objects of future
applications should exceed a certain amount of memory, the current structures
could be transformed into a regular cache, where only some of the objects are
held in memory.

The Persistence Manager has mainly two tasks. When the data management
system is initialised, it needs to retrieve the event objects and pass them to the
event manager. As soon as the system is running, the event manager passes
event objects to the persistence manager which need to be inserted, updated
or deleted. In order not to slow down the event cycle, the communication is
asynchronous. The persistence manager runs every few seconds and only for a
certain maximum amount of time. It was considered to be more important that
the system stays reactive at all times than an event object be stored instantly.

Communication with other event sites is the task of the Site Manager. If an
event system needs to interact with a remote site, the event manager passes the
corresponding statements expressed in terms of the previously discussed com-
mand interface to the site manager. The site manager serialises the commands
and sends them over the network for execution at the remote site. If, on the
contrary, the local site manager receives commands from a remote site, it deseri-
alises the command and passes them to the Command Processor which executes
them through the event manager. As mentioned before, the command processor
is also responsible for handling input coming from the OML Parser in the form
of compiled OML programs.

Finally, the Application Manager is responsible for interacting with processes
external to the database. It provides services to fire triggers from outside of the
database as well as notifying applications that have subscribed to events occur-
ring inside the database. The first task is implemented by the External Events
module, whereas the latter is handled by the Application Notification compo-
nent. An example of such an external process that we have developed is a mail
manager that extends the data management system with the capability to inter-
act with a mail server. Thus, incoming mails can act as external events triggering
the invocation of handlers defined in the database. Vice versa, a handler can com-
municate with the outside world by sending a mail message. This functionality
has proven to be desirable as fall-back actions for failed handler actions.

5 Case Study

To demonstrate the power of our unified event model, we have implemented a
mobile tourist application. Using MyTravelMate, a travelling tourist can receive
information from previously configured sources while abroad. The system is im-
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plemented based on a central database that gathers information from publicly
available sources such as RSS feeds, weather forecasts, travel safety alerts etc.
These information units are stored and classified into categories. A user of My-
TravelMate carries a portable device with a personal database instance with
them that only stores information relevant to the respective tourist. The prop-
agation of information from the central database to the personal databases on
the clients is realised based on distributed event processing. In the context of
this paper, we assume the presence of a reliable network connection between
clients and the server as the discussion of measures to handle partial or missing
connectivity are outside the scope of this presentation. Figure 3 presents the
components of the MyTravelMate application.

Mobile Client

Central Server

Essentials Travel Info Forecasts

Travel Alerts Messages

RSS Reader

User Profile
CH News CH Business CH Sport

USA News USA Sport

Information 
Unit #1

Information 
Unit #2

Information 
Unit #3

Information 
Unit #4

Information 
Unit #5

Information 
Unit #6

News

USA Business
Subscriptions Preferences

Information Bulletins

Information 
Unit #1

Information 
Unit #2

Information 
Unit #3

Information 
Unit #4

Subscribes Handler

Triggers Event

Fig. 3. Components of the MyTravelMate application

On the central server, the top categories and the information categories they
contain are shown as part of the database. As indicated in the figure, one top
category is the News category, containing among others the information cate-
gories CH Business and USA Sports. Each category is associated with a set of
information units that each encompass a title, body and date field. To trigger
events in the case that a new information unit is added to the database by the
RSS reader, corresponding event types have been defined. For the sake of concise-
ness, we show only two event type definitions below. The central MyTravelMate
database contains type definitions for all available information categories. The
definitions are presented in the form of OML statements that will be loaded
together with the rest of the schema definitions when the database is initialised.
The first event type, CH News Type defines events that are fired whenever a news
story of category CH News is generated. The second event type has an analo-
gous purpose for items of category US Natural Hazards. We have chosen the very
fine-grained approach of creating an event type for each information category
in order for clients to subscribe to individual categories. As we will see later,
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distinguishing event types for the different categories also allows clients to react
differently to various kinds of events. Both types define a scope that restricts
events of the corresponding type to be triggered on the local site (MainSite)
only, whereas handlers can subscribe to these events from anywhere.

create EventType "CH_News_Type" (unit:t"InformationUnit")

enable as trigger local.*

allow as handler any.*;

create EventType "US_Nat_Hazards_Type" (unit:t"InformationUnit")

enable as trigger local.*

allow as handler any.*;

Apart from the event types, the trigger that fires the corresponding event
when a new information unit is available has to be defined on the central site.
Of course, this could be handled by a system-defined trigger that is automatically
fired when a new object is created. However, for the purpose of illustration in
this paper, we have chosen to show the OML statements that would be involved
to fire the event “manually”. The first line assigns the new information unit
(o"123") to the variable unit. Then an event trigger is created and fired for type
CH News Type. Note that the argument defined by the event type is supplied and
that the trigger is fired synchronously as discussed in Sect. 3.

let unit := o"123":t"InformationUnit";

create EventTrigger fire CH_News_Type ($unit) synchronous;

For each client, a user profile is defined within the personal database. This
profile is specified in terms of a set of event handlers that subscribe to the infor-
mation categories of interest to the user. Below we show the OML statements
defining an event handler that processes events fired when news information
units are created. As the event type referenced by this handler reside on a re-
mote site, the handler is declared within a with statement that specifies the site
relative to which the handler is defined. Note that for reasons of space some code
has been omitted from the listing.

As discussed earlier, a handler can be subscribed to multiple event types,
allowing the same handler to be used for all news categories. As news information
is not considered time critical in our application, the information units are simply
appended to the information bulletin managed by the personal database on the
client and can thus be accessed at any time even without connectivity to the
server. Additionally, the condition guarding the execution of the action checks
if the received unit contain keywords specified by the user. Finally, the handler
also specifies a fall-back action as well as a lifecycle that matches the start and
end date of the tourist’s trip.

with site := "MainSite" begin

create EventHandler "News_Handler"

subscribe (CH_News_Type or ... or ...)

condition { /* check if unit contains predefined keywords */ }
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exec { /* add unit to bulletin */ }

onerror exec { /* write email to system administrator */ }

lifecycle [ from 2006-08-01 08:00:00 to 2006-10-01 20:00:00];

end;

In contrast to news information, we consider alerts to be very time critical
and MyTravelMate should therefore proactively inform the user if it receives such
an information unit. To this end, we have defined an additional event type on
the mobile client representing reminder events. In contrast to the event types on
the central server, events of this type can only be fired within the same database.

create EventType "Reminder_Type" (unit:t"InformationUnit")

enable as trigger local.*

allow as handler local.*;

The events of this type are then used by a special handler that is subscribed
to alert events. Instead of appending the information unit to the user’s bulletin,
this handler fires a reminder event every five minutes from its first invocation
and passes the information unit along to the handler of these events.

with site := "MainSite" begin

create EventHandler "Alert_Handler"

subscribe (let $arg := US_Nat_Hazards_Type or ... or ...)

fire Reminder_Type ($arg.unit) every 5m from now

onerror exec { /* write email to system administrator */ }

lifecycle [ from 2006-08-01 08:00:00 to 2006-10-01 20:00:00];

end;

One handler that is subscribed for reminder events is the Vibra Handler
shown below. As can be seen from the OML statements, it activates the vibration
alarm of the device and displays the information to the user.

create EventHandler "Vibra_Handler"

subscribe Reminder_Type

exec { /* Activate vibration alarm and show unit */ }

lifecycle [ from 2006-08-01 08:00:00 to 2006-10-01 20:00:00];

As soon as the user acknowledges that they have seen the alert, the trigger
created by Alert Handler will be deleted from the system and the alarm will
go off. Again, the implementation details of this functionality are omitted.

6 Conclusions

In response to current requirements of mobile data-centric applications, we have
argued that information systems need to be extended with more powerful event
processing capabilities. In particular, the demand for distribution and proactive
behaviour present in such applications has not been addressed sufficiently by
current database systems. We believe that by integrating concepts that have
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already proven their value in notification systems, programming languages and
active databases, many of these problems can be solved. In this paper, we have
proposed an event model that unifies and integrates these concepts and shown
how it has been implemented as an extension of an existing lightweight object
storage system.

The value of the resulting semantic data management system as a basis for
the realisation of mobile data-centric applications has been demonstrated by
means of a system that provides customised information to tourists during their
travels. Within the context of this application, we have shown how our model
can be applied to achieve synchronisation in a distributed environment based on
user preferences and proactive behaviour through propagation of events between
multiple database sites.
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